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EDITORIAL

The possibilities, and gaps, in the draft new education policy

By- Ojaank Sir

                                                                                  (Director - Ojaank IAS Academy)

Sub topic 1:- what is in the editorial?

Sub topic 2:- what is national education policy?

Sub topic 3:- key points of draft policy.

Sub topic 4:- History.

Sub topic 5:- key points of editorial.

What is in the editorial:-

 India has only two more decades to reap the benefits of the demographic dividend. Education

will be the key.

 The Indian Institutes of Management (IIM) Bill.

 Draft national education policy.

 The best parts of the draft NEP are the ones on languages and Indic thought. 

 Article 21-A in the Constitution of India to provide free and compulsory education of all
children in the age group of six to fourteen years as a fundamental right.

 SWAYAM is also known as Study Webs of Active –Learning for Young Aspiring Minds, is
an instrument for self-actualisation. 

 It is a programme of Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India.

 Under this professors and faculties of centrally funded institutions like IITs, IIMs, Central
University Of Haryana is offering online courses to citizens of India

National education policy draft:-

 UThe National Policy on Education (NPE) is a policy formulated by the Government of India to
promote education amongst India’s people.

 The policy covers elementary education to colleges in both rural and urban India.

 Vision of the draft: - The National Education Policy 2019 envisions an India centred education
system that contributes directly to transforming our nation sustainably into an equitable and
vibrant knowledge society, by providing high quality education to all.
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 The Committee for Draft National Education Policy chaired by Dr. K. Kasturirangan submitted
its report on May 31, 2019.

 The Committee was constituted by the Ministry of Human Resource Development in June
2017.

 The report proposes an education policy, which seeks to address the challenges of:-

(i)  access,

(ii)  equity,

(iii)  quality,

(iv)  affordability, and

(v) Accountability faced by the current education system.

 The draft Policy required major reforms from school level to higher education.

 The policy suggests that:-

1. Increase the focus on early childhood care,

2. Reform the current exam system,

3. Strengthen teacher training, and

4. Restructure the education regulatory framework.

5. Set up a National Education Commission,

6. Increase public investment in education,

7. Strengthen the use of technology and

8. Increase focus on vocational and adult education, among others.

 The Report argued that education throughout life was based on four pillars:-

(i) Learning to know.

(ii) Learning to do.

(iii) Learning to live together.

(iv) Learning to be.

 The Union Budget, 2018-19, has proposed to treat school education holistically without
segmentation from pre-nursery to Class 12.

 Samagra Shiksha:- an overarching programme for the school education sector extending from
pre-school to class 12 has been, therefore, prepared with the broader goal of improving school
effectiveness measured in terms of equal opportunities for schooling and equitable learning
outcomes.

 It subsumes the three schemes of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha
Abhiyan (RMSA) and Teacher Education (TE). 

 Samagra siksha abhiyan major feature are:-
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1. Holistic approach to education

2. Administrative reform

3. Focus on Quality of Education & digital education.

4. Focus on Skill Development, sports & physical education.

5. Focus on girl’s education & strengthening of school.

 Key points of draft Policy include:-

 Objective: Every child in the age range of 3-6 years has access to free, safe, high quality,
developmentally appropriate care and education by 2025.

 Access for children aged 3 - 8 years to a flexible, multifaceted, multilevel, play based and
activity-based education is of utmost importance.

 The mandate of the NCERT will be expanded to include the development of a Curricular and
Pedagogical Framework for Early Childhood Education.

 The school complexes will also include anganwadis, vocational education facilities, and an
adult education centre.

 By 2025, every student in Grade 5 and beyond has achieved foundational literacy and
numeracy.

 In recent times, RTE Act provides for free and compulsory education to all children from the
age of six to 14 years. 

 The draft Policy recommends that the act will cover free & compulsory education to all
children from the age of six to 18 yrs.

 Draft policies recommend that the curriculum load in each subject should be reduced to its
necessary core content &make space for holistic, discussion and analysis-based learning. 

 The curricular and pedagogical structure and the curricular framework for school education will
be guided by a 5+3+3+4 design:-

1. 5 years of the Foundational Stage:- 3 years of pre-primary school and Grades 1, 2.

2. 3 years of the Preparatory (or Latter Primary) Stage:- Grades 3, 4, 5.

3. 3 years of the Middle (or Upper Primary) Stage:- Grades 6, 7, 8.

4. 4 years of the High (or Secondary) Stage: Grades 9, 10, 11, 12.

 The draft Policy proposes State Census Examinations (SCE) in classes three, five and eight to
track student’s progress throughout their school.

  It recommends restructuring the board examinations to test only core concepts, skills and
higher order capacities.  

 These board examinations will be on a range of subjects.  
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 The students can choose their subjects, and the semester when they want to take these board
exams. 

 The in-school final examinations may be replaced by these board examinations.

 Teachers will not be allowed to participate in any non-teaching activities (such as cooking mid-
day meals or participating in vaccination campaigns) during school hours & deployed with a
particular school complex for at least five to seven years.

 The existing B.Ed. programme will be replaced by a four-year integrated B.Ed. programme for
teacher training.

 Programme curriculum contains high-quality content, pedagogy, and practical training.

 The draft proposes setting up the independent authority which is National Higher Education
Regulatory Authority (NHERA). 

  The authority would replace the existing individual regulators in higher education, including
professional and vocational education. 

  This implies that the role of all professional councils such as AICTE, Bar Council of India &
University Grants Commission (UGC) would be limited to providing grants to higher
educational institutions.

 At present, higher educational institutions can only be set up by Parliament or state legislatures.

 The draft Policy proposes that these institutions could be allowed to be set up through a Higher
Education Institution Charter from NHERA.  

 Higher education institutions will be restructured into three types:-

(i) Research universities focusing equally on research and teaching;

(ii) Teaching universities focusing primarily on teaching; and

(iii) Colleges focusing only on teaching at undergraduate levels.  

 The Ministry of Human Resources and Development must be renamed as the Ministry of
Education in order to bring focus back on education.

 The National Education Commission or Rashtriya Shiksha Aayog, (an apex body for education)
to be headed by the Prime Minister.

  This body will be responsible for developing, implementing, evaluating, and revising the
vision of education in the country on a continuous basis. 

 Draft policy introduced the three-language formula.
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 Three language formula: - Preferably one of the southern languages, apart from Hindi and
English in the Hindi-speaking states, and of Hindi along with the regional language and English
in the non-Hindi speaking states. 

 It stated that state governments should adopt and implement study of a modern Indian language.

 To promote Indian languages, a National Institute for Pali, Persian and Prakrit will be set up.

 A prestigious National Tutors Programme will be instituted across the country to enable high-
quality peer tutoring among students.

History of national policy on education:-

 Since the country’s independence in 1947, the Indian government sponsored a variety of
programmes to address the problems of illiteracy in both rural and urban India.

 Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, India’s first Minister of Education, envisaged strong central
government control over education throughout the country, with a uniform educational system.

 The Union government established the University Education Commission (1948–1949), the
Secondary Education Commission (1952–1953), university Grants Commission and the Kothari
Commission (1964–66) to develop proposals to modernise India’s education system.

 The Resolution on Scientific Policy was adopted by the government of Jawaharlal Nehru,
India’s first Prime Minister. 

 The Nehru government sponsored the development of high-quality scientific education
institutions such as the Indian Institutes of Technology.

 The Union government formed the National Council of Educational Research and
Training (NCERT) as an autonomous organisation that would advise both the Union and state
governments on formulating and implementing education policies.

 The first NPE was promulgated in 1968 by the government of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi on
the recommendation of Kothari commission.

 Policy is called for a “radical restructuring” and equalise educational opportunities in order to
achieve national integration and greater cultural and economic development.

 The policy called for focus on learning of regional languages, outlining the “three language
formula” to be implemented in secondary education - the instruction of the English language,
the official language of the state where the school was based, and Hindi.

 The government of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi introduced a new National Policy on
Education in May, 1986.

 The new policy called for “special emphasis” on the removal of disparities and to equalise
educational opportunity.

 The 1986 National Policy on Education was modified in 1992 by the P.V. Narasimha
Rao government.

 In 2005, Former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh adopted a new policy based on the
“Common Minimum Programme” of his United Progressive Alliance (UPA) government.
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Image source:- Google.
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Key points of editorial:-

 The previous BJP government embarked on some path-breaking liberalisation measures in
education in the history of independent India.

 First time in higher education there were a string of initiatives undertaken to promote autonomy
and quality in our institutions.

  The Indian Institutes of Management (IIM) Bill which graded autonomy for institutes. 

 The draft New Education Policy (NEP) offers further guidance for the current government. The
proposed national research foundation already finds mention in the recent budget.

  Reforms in teacher education carried out by the previous government and now by the draft
NEP that the existing B.Ed. programmes will be replaced by a four-year integrated B.Ed.
programme for teacher training.

 The proposed NEP offers teachers to become master and expert and putting institution leaders
through leadership programmes.

 The previous government took baby steps through the LEAP and ARPIT programmes in this
regard.

 Acc.to author our kids are digital natives and can access material on the Internet with natural
ease.

  Also, we are already in the gig economy, which demands learning skills with short life spans
and life-long learning.

 Certification has already become the norm, especially in the start-up world.

 In this regard, the draft NEP has not been bold enough to propose radical use of technology in
education, acc. to author.

  India is already the second largest subscriber of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) in
the world.

 The government-run SWAYAM has more than one crore subscribers.

 Students from remote parts of India are already able to access the best tutorials online.

 Our school children in urban areas learn through apps such as Byjus.

 The draft NEP also refers to the huge shortage of teaching faculty, which is up to 40%.

 The previous government rightly recognised the power of technology.

 In school education previous government started Operation Digital Board to facilitate teaching
through online materials.

 Building up of the tech platform of SWAYAM was also coupled with regulatory changes in
UGC and AICTE, empowering universities to offer up to 20% of their courses through
SWAYAM.

 The draft NEP also focuses excessively on the government education bureaucracy.

 Acc. to author some of the proposed changes, even if implemented properly, will take 15 years.
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 There is much-needed reorientation towards our own history and culture. 

 The emphasis on vocational training in both school and higher education is a much needed
corrective measure.

  In fact, in higher education, the draft NEP calls for expansion of vocational courses to 50% of
the learners by 2025.

 The draft NEP also offers solutions to the conflict of interest in higher education by separating
regulation, provision of education, financing, accreditation and standards setting.

 The previous government was already working on separation of powers through higher
education evaluation and regulation authority.

 The policy proposes creation of Special Education Zones (SEZ) that fits for the prime
minister’s thrust on 115 “Aspirational Districts”.

 The government could also conduct a few worthwhile experiments that can be scaled up in the
rest of the education system. The draft NEP has been a massive consultation exercise acc. to
author.

Q1:- write a short note on the feature of national educational policy? Discuss the merits and demerits of
the policy? If required, what should be the changes in the policy, discuss?

Q2:- what is national education policy? How the new reforms will help in strengthen our education
system? Write a short note on the history of NEP? Approx.40% families prefer private schools
over government school, what are the reasons behind this, discuss in your own words?

Q3:- Consider the following statement:-

(a) The National Education Commission or Rashtriya Shiksha Aayog, (an apex body for
education) to be headed by the Prime Minister.

(b) The school complexes will also include anganwadis, vocational education facilities, and an
adult education centre.

Which one of the following is correct:-

(a) Only 1 (b) Only 2 (c) Both 1 & 2 (d) None

Q4:- Samagra siksha subsumes which of the following schemes:-

(a) Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA)

(b)  Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA)

(c)  Teacher Education (TE)

(d) All of the above. 

Q5:- SWAYAM programme is under which ministry:-

(a) Ministry of education.

(b) Ministry of Human Resource Development.

(c) Ministry of external affairs.

(d) Prime minister office.


